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In recent papers, laboratory microfluidic electrolysis cells with extended channel lengths (0.7–2 m) and narrow
interelectrode gap (≤0.5 mm) have been introduced; these cells permit high conversions at a flow rate consistent with
the synthesis of products at a rate of multigrams/hour. Such microflow electrolysis cells must be operated with
appropriate control parameters if good performance is to be achieved; thus, this paper emphasizes the correct selection
of cell current, flow rate, and counter electrode chemistry. It is also shown that, within the limitations, the cells can be
used for a number of electrosyntheses in the synthetic laboratory.
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1. Introduction

The microflow approach to organic synthesis has become
popular because of its ability to deliver high selectivity and high
conversions in a single pass as well as a high rate of product
formation [1]. In order to play its full role in microflow synthesis,
electrolysis must achieve a similar performance. This requires the
design of truly novel cells recognizing that, in traditional beaker
cells (Figure 1a), the rate of conversion is very slow and a high
conversion can be achieved only after many hours and, in conven-
tional macroflow cells (Figure 1b), many recycles of reactant
through the cell is often unavoidable in order to reach a high
conversion. A number of microflow cells have been described
in the literature [2]. Often, such cells have a path length of only
1–3 cm, and although the cells allow interesting chemistry, the
solution flow rate is limited to 0.1 mL min−1 or less if a high
conversion is to be achieved [3]. Hence, only low rates (mg h−1)
of product formation are possible.
Recently, however, the concept of microfluidic electrolysis cells

with extended channel lengths has been introduced (Figure 1c).
These cells are designed for convenient synthesis in the laboratory
and are not aimed at large-scale commercial production. They have
a channel long enough that high conversion is possible with a flow
rate of 0.5–16 mL min−1 while maintaining a compact design. Two
types of cells based on parallel plate electrodes with an interelec-
trode gap/electrolyte channel formed with a polymer spacer have
been described. The cells had either:
(a) a convoluted electrolyte channel with a channel length of

0.7 m [4] (fabricated by Syrris Ltd., Royston, UK) (see Figure 2a) or

(b) a spiral electrolyte channel with a channel length of 2 m
[5] (the Ammonite 15 cell available from Cambridge Reactor
Design Ltd., Cambridge, UK). A smaller 8 cm diameter version
(channel length of 1 m, the Ammonite 8 cell) has now been
tested (see Figure 2b).
All allow high conversions with flow rates approaching or

above 1 mL min−1 and, hence, the formation of product at a
rate >1 g h−1. Indeed, the larger Ammonite 15 cell allowed the
use of flow rates up to 16 mL min−1 and product formation
rates >20 g h−1 [5]. Such cells can also be operated with cheap
pumps and constant current sources. It should be recognized
that these cells are designed for laboratory synthesis and not as
a model for substantial scale up. In the laboratory, the empha-
sis is on achieving high selectivity and conversion while
current efficiency and energy consumption are less important.
Chapman et al. [6] have also described an extended channel cell
based on a stack of 5 cells each containing a “snake like” channel,
4 mm wide and 0.2 m in length, giving a total channel length of 1
m. Although not an extended channel cell, Gütz et al. [7] have
reported a divided flow cell design with similar goals; the cell
employs a traditional parallel plate cell design but with a compa-
ratively low linear flow rate to achieve high conversion. However,
the width of the channel allows the use of a volumetric flow rate
consistent with the formation of grams of a pharmaceutical inter-
mediate. All these designs emphasize the need for electrolysis cells
that are convenient for selective laboratory synthesis on a multi-
gram scale.
With the flow rates conveniently used with these extended

channel microfluidic electrolysis cells, the residence time of the

Figure 1. Schematic representations of laboratory electrolysis cells (a) beaker cell (b) flow through cell with reactant recycle (c) extended channel
length microflow cell
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reactant in the cell (volume of cell channel/flow rate) is usually
well below 1 min. This is quite unlike beaker cells and multi-
cycle cells when the residence time in the system is effectively
many hours. The low residence time greatly diminishes the role
of competing homogenous chemistry.
Good performance for organic electrosyntheses in these cells

is, however, dependent on operating the cells within a narrow
range of operating parameters. In particular, the cell current
must be appropriate for the flow rate and this is discussed in
this review. In addition, the extended channel microflow cells
described to date are undivided and, in such cells, the counter
electrode chemistry must be taken into consideration. In terms
of electrons, the same amount of chemistry occurs at both
counter and working electrode and clean synthesis in high yield
is dependent on a counter electrode reaction that neither con-
taminates the product stream nor consumes reactant or product.
Even so, a wide range of chemistry can be carried out in these
microflow cells with extended channel length, and this is also
illustrated herein.

2. Selection of Reaction Conditions and Control Parameters

2.1. Cell Current and Solution Flow Rate. Full conversion
of reactant to product both maximizes the product yield and
simplifies the isolation of pure product. Full conversion in a
single pass in an electrolysis is dependent on passing a large
enough charge through the cell to satisfy mass balance in the
synthesis reaction (considered as an oxidation, Figure 3) within
the time the reactant is in the microflow cell.

The cell current is calculated using Faraday's law; assuming
no competing electrode reactions, the charge for full conversion
is mnF where m is the number of moles of reactant, n the
number of electrons per reactant molecule involved in the syn-
thesis reaction, and F (C mole−1) the Faraday constant (the
charge on a mole of electrons). Therefore, the minimum cell
current, Icell,minimum (amps), for full conversion is given by:

Icell;minimum ¼ mnF=t ð1Þ

where t (s) is the time for the total reactant solution containing
m moles of reactant to pass through the cell. If the cell current
is below this value, full conversion cannot be achieved
because not enough charge is passed to complete the reaction
during the residence time of the reactant in the cell. If the cell
current is higher than Icell,minimum, then a competing reaction
must be occurring at the working electrode because there is
insufficient reactant in solution (the product is being degraded
by over oxidation or solvent/electrolyte is being oxidized). It
is clear from eq. 1 that the required cell current will increase
proportional to the concentration of reactant in the inlet sol-
ution (more charge required for full conversion) and the flow
rate of the reactant solution through the microflow channel
(the residence time of reactant in the cell is decreased, with a
corresponding reduction of the total time (t) to pass the reac-
tant solution).
It is important to recognize that it is inherent in any flow

electrolysis cell designed to give full conversion in a single pass
that the current distribution over the working electrode surface
is very non-uniform. The current density must be high, close to
the inlet where the reactant concentration is high and drops
towards zero at the outlet when the reactant has been converted
to product. The simplest model for the cells shows that the local
current and the reactant concentration both decay exponentially
with distance along the electrode [4b].
In addition, clean synthesis requires that the desired electrode

reaction is the predominant and, preferably, the only chemical
change at the electrode at all points along the microflow elec-
trolysis channel. This is only possible if the desired chemical
change is fast enough. The maximum rate at which chemical
change occurs at an electrode surface is always limited by the
rate at which the reactant reaches the surface and the fastest
chemical change occurs when the synthesis reaction is mass
transfer limited at all points on the working electrode. During
electrolyses in an extended channel microflow cell, the overall
rate of chemical change is proportional to the cell current and
the cell current, Icell,mt (amps), is the sum of the currents along
the channel. If the reaction is mass transfer controlled, the cell
current is given by:

Icell;mt ¼
Z L

0
Ix;mt dx ¼ nFw

Z L

0
km;x cx dx ð2Þ

where x (cm) is the distance along the channel; Ix,mt (amps), the
mass transport limited current at the distance x along the channel; L,
the total length of the channel; w (cm), the width of the microflow
channel; km,x (cm s−1), the mass transfer coefficient at the distance x
along the channel; and cx (mol cm−3), the concentration of reactant
at this distance. Themass transfer coefficient characterizes themass
transfer regime in the microflow channel and, in the simplest
situation, is only determined by the dimensions of the channel
and the flow rate of the reactant solution through the cell. In
general, however, it can be influenced by corners in the flow path,
temperature gradients along the channel, and by gas evolution at
either electrode (gas bubbles act as turbulence promoters while the
volume of gas increases the linear flow rate of the reactant solution
through the cell) [8]. Then, the mass transfer coefficient becomes a
function of distance along the channel. Although the mass transfer
coefficient (and hence the cell current) depends on the flow rate, the
relationship is less than first order, and therefore, the highest con-
versions are obtained at low flow rates. Certainly, it is clear that
efficient mass transport (high km) is advantageous in seeking a high
conversion and product formation rate. Provided full conversion is
maintained, a high flow rate is clearly advantageous in achieving a
high rate of product formation.
To achieve full conversion using the cell current, Icell;minimum,

the synthetic reaction must be occurring without competing
reactions, and this is only possible if the mass transport

Figure 2. Extended channel length microflow electrolysis cells: (a) cell
with convoluted channel (Syrris); (b) cell with spiral channel (Cam-
bridge Reactor Design)

Figure 3. Oxidation of R to O involving removal of n electrons
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controlled cell current is large enough that only the synthesis
reaction is occurring at the working electrode, i.e., Icell,mt must
be greater than Icell;minimum: Where the mass transport is not
sufficient to maintain Icell,minimum (i.e., Icell,mt < Icell,minimum), a
competing electrode reaction must be occurring.
For a mass-transfer-controlled reaction, the actual fractional

conversion, X, for any solution flow rate, f (cm3 s−1), can be
estimated from eq. 3

X ¼ 1−
cout
cin

¼ 1 − exp−kmwL=f ð3Þ
where w (cm) is the width of the channel; L (cm), the length of
the channel; and km (cm s−1), the length averaged mass transfer
coefficient [4a, b]. If the reaction is not mass transfer controlled,
the fractional conversion will be less.
To summarize, full conversion of reactant to product is only

possible if:

• the cell current is high enough that the charge demanded
by Faraday's law (mass balance) is passed while the
reactant remains in the microflow cell, i.e.:

Icell ≥ Icell,minimum

• the synthesis reaction is fast, ideally mass transfer con-
trolled, and the mass transfer conditions are good enough
that the mass-transfer-controlled cell current for the syn-
thesis reaction exceeds this current, i.e.:

Icell ≤ Icell,mt

• the length of the microflow channel is sufficient at the
flow rate used.

In ideal conditions where there is only the synthesis reaction
occurring at the working electrode and full conversion can be
achieved, the rate of product formation is given by:

Rate of product formation ¼ m=t ð4Þ
In most situations, the fractional conversion, X, is less than

one and reactions of intermediates in the synthesis reaction lead
to some by-product so that the fractional selectivity, ϕ, is also
less than one, when the rate of product formation will be less
and given by:

Rate of product formation ¼ ϕXm=t ð5Þ

ϕX is the chemical yield of product which can be used directly.
The rate of formation of the product may be increased by
increasing the reactant concentration in the feed or the flow rate
of the reactant, but either will require an increased cell current
and maintaining the synthesis reaction as the sole/dominant
reaction at the working electrode.

In most cases, with a new electrosynthesis, several of the
quantities in the discussion (e.g., the mass transfer coefficient,
the reaction selectivity, and possible conversion) will not be
known. The above discussion is therefore intended to provide an
understanding of the concepts of extended channel length micro-
fluidic cells essential to optimum use of the cells. In practice, the
performance of the cells must be determined experimentally, but it
is strongly recommended that the initial experiments use a cell
current slightly above the value of Icell;minimum calculated from
eq. 1 and flow rate suitable for the cell and reaction.
2.2. Cell Chemistry. In a constant current electrolysis, at

both electrodes, chemical change must occur at a sufficient rate
to support the passage of the current through the cell. In each
case, the reaction will be the oxidation–reduction that occurs
most readily, i.e., at the anode, the oxidation that occurs at the

least positive potential and, at the cathode, the reduction that
occurs as least negative potential. These will be the only reac-
tions if the cell current is less than the mass-transfer-controlled
current for these reactions. If not, a competing reaction must
occur, and if the synthesis is an oxidation, this will be the
oxidation reaction that occurs at a potential closest to that for
the synthesis reaction.
Clearly, good performance in the microfluidic flow electrol-

ysis cell is dependent on a clean synthesis reaction at the work-
ing electrode. This requires that the electron transfer reaction at
the working electrode produces a single reaction intermediate
and that this intermediate decays in a dominant single pathway.
There is an extensive literature on organic electrosynthesis and
the voltammetry of organic molecules [9], although it can often
be a poor guide to what can be achieved in microflow cells; too
frequently, papers employ low concentrations of reactant,
beaker cells with ill-defined geometry, and mass transfer
regime, and electrolyses are terminated at low conversion. Even
so, the literature and particularly data on the potentials for
oxidation–reduction of each functional group is a helpful guide
to those reactions that are likely to have a good selectivity in the
extended channel microflow cells.
With electrolysis in beaker or macroflow cells, the residence

time of reactant and product in the cell is usually hours, and this
gives rise to the possibility for degradation of performance due to
slow homogenous reactions, e.g., hydrolysis. In extended channel
length microflow cells, the residence time in the cell is determined
by the flow rate of reactant solution. It is generally less than 1 min
and can be as short as ~10 s. This significantly decreases the
opportunity for unwanted competing chemistry.
In addition, in all electrolysis cells, in terms of electrons, equal

quantities of chemical change must occur at both working and
counter electrodes. In many electrolysis cells, a separator (e.g., an
ion permeable membrane, a porous polymer sheet, a glass sinter) is
used to keep apart the anode and cathode chemistries. Including a
separator in a microfluidic flow cell significantly increases the
complexity of the design and fabrication procedure. Hence, most
such cells to the present are undivided. However, in undivided
cells with narrow interelectrode gaps, it is essential to consider the
combination of anode and cathode chemistries on the cell perform-
ance. In general, several undesirable reactions are possible. For
example, if the desired synthesis reaction at the working electrode
is an oxidation, the counter electrode reaction could be (a) reduc-
tion of the reactant or synthesis product decreasing yield and
introducing by-products and, (b) in aprotic organic solvents, reduc-
tion of the solvent/electrolyte commonly leads to a complex mix-
ture of products that become impurities in the synthesis product
leaving the cell.
Hence, it is necessary to consider the overall chemical change

in the undivided cell. A compelling scenario would be a cell
where there are two reactants and the same product is formed at
both anode and cathode in high yield; such systems are unlikely.
Another attractive approach is the “paired synthesis” [10] where
two reactants are converted to two products in separate synthe-
ses at anode and cathode. In restricted circumstances, this can
be achieved and there is even one example that has been carried
out on an industrial scale [11]. In protonic media, the most
general approach is to use the counter electrode to maintain a
constant pH along the channel. In the majority of anodic syn-
theses, 1H+/e− is formed while, at the cathode, 1H+/e− is con-
sumed or an equivalent amount of base is formed. Hence,
generation of base at the cathode can be used to balance the
pH along the channel, and this is the approach used in the
methoxylation of N-formylpyrrolidine (Scheme 1) [4a–c, 5].
At first sight, using a separator between the two electrodes

appears to simplify the chemistry. This is not entirely the case.
Blocking the cathode chemistry from the anolyte with a
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separator is likely to make the anolyte become acidic as it
passes through the microflow cell, not ideal for acid sensitive
reactants/products. With a 0.5 M solution of reactant for a
synthesis involving a 2e− oxidation, the exit solution must be
expected to be 1 M in H+. Using an undivided cell can therefore
be an advantage. However, particularly in undivided cells, it is
critical to consider the total chemical change (anode + cathode
chemistries) occurring in the cell.
2.3. Other Factors. With electrolyses in the microfluidic

electrolysis cells with extended channel lengths using aqueous
or alcohol-based electrolytes or media containing an acid,
hydrogen evolution is a convenient counter electrode reaction;
the proton consumed or base formed also ensures a constant
“pH” for the anode chemistry along the channel. Originally,
there was a concern that the gas formed would block the micro-
flow channel. Experience shows that this is not the case and,
indeed, the performance found when H2 is evolved is superior
to that predicted by the simple theory [4a–c]. This can be
understood in terms of an enhanced mass transfer coefficient
resulting from turbulence around small gas bubbles and the gas
volume formed increasing the linear flow rate of solution
through the cell. The enhanced mass transfer regime will lead
to an improved selectivity through a higher mass-transfer-con-
trolled cell current for the synthesis reaction, Icell,mt (see eq. 2),
as well as an improved conversion (see eq. 3).
The rate of product formation can be increased by increasing

either the concentration of reactant or the flow rate of the
solution through the cell. Both strategies necessitate an increase
in cell current in order to achieve a high conversion. One
consequence is an increase in the volume of H2 gas formed,
and at higher cell currents, this can be significant. For example,
a cell current of 1 A will lead to the evolution of ~7 cm3 min−1

of gas, comparable to the flow rate of reactant solution and,
therefore, leading to a significant increase of the flow rate. Cell
currents in the Ammonite 15 can be higher than 10 A. A second
consequence is Joule heating of reactant solution as it passes
through the cell. The increase in temperature depends on the
cell current and the residence time of the reactant solution in the

cell. When the inlet solution is at room temperature, heating is
generally not significant for cell currents <1 A. For larger cell
currents, there can be a temperature increase large enough to
increase the mass transfer coefficient (advantageous) but also to
cause concern about a degradation of reaction selectivity. Tem-
perature rise becomes more of an issue for electrolyses with low
or no electrolyte in organic solvents or where a cooled inlet
solution is desirable. Then, cooling of the cell is essential.
Electrolyte removal during isolation of pure product is often

considered an unwanted complication. Therefore, operating with
no or low electrolyte in the reactant solution is always of interest.
Electrolyte is certainly unnecessary when the reactant is charged,
and in any case, even with neutral reactants, ions are rapidly
formed close to the inlet where the current density is high. Even
so, when the electrolyte is easily removed, we commonly employ
50 mM electrolytes to minimize the applied cell voltage, and
hence, the temperature rise, but we routinely test reactions with
only 5 mM electrolyte without observing a significant loss of
performance [4a–c].

3. Illustrative Electrosyntheses

3.1. Anodic Methoxylation. The methoxylation of N-for-
mylpyrrolidine in methanol–Et4NBF4 to give 2-methoxy-N-for-
mylpyrrolidine is a reaction well suited to the undivided
microfluidic electrolysis cell (Scheme 1) [12, 13]. It is an
example of a synthesis where the counter electrode reaction is
hydrogen evolution and the reaction serves to avoid the build up
of acid along the channel.
Table 1 compares the performance for the methoxylation of

N-formylpyrrolidine in the three extended channel microflow
cells with carbon-filled PVDF anode and stainless steel cathode
[4a–c, 5]. In all three cells, it is a selective reaction, and high
fractional conversions to the methoxylated product can be
achieved. Indeed, at low flow rates, the cells may be used
interchangeably. The use of the larger cell with longer channel
length does, however, allow the employment of higher flow
rates with consequent increase in the rate of product formation.
Significantly, added electrolyte is easily recovered by precip-
itation from the crude reaction mixture and can be reused many
times.
Kabeshov et al. [14] have reported a number of α-methox-

ylations of N-protected cyclic amines in an undivided, extended
channel microflow cell, all giving yields above 90%. One was
used in a two-step synthesis of the alkaloid, nazlinine, which
displays serotonergic properties.
The benzylic methoxylation of activated toluene derivatives can

be very efficient and scalable electrochemical reactions [11, 15],
and the reaction has also been studied in microflow cells [2c, 4c,
4e, 16]. An example carried out in extended path length microflow
cells is the oxidation of 4-t-butyltoluene in methanol (Scheme 2).

Scheme 1. Anodic methoxylation of N-formylpyrrolidine

Table 1. Performance of the extended channel length electrolysis cells for the methoxylation of N-formylpyrrolidine (Scheme 1)

Cell Flow rate
(mL min−1)

Icell
(A)

Fractional
conversion

Fractional
selectivity

Product formation
rate (g h−1)

Syrris cell
(0.2 × 1.5 × 700 mm)

0.1 0.04 1.00 0.95 0.07
0.5 0.25 1.00 0.90 0.35
3.0 0.80 0.80 0.90 1.7

Ammonite 8
(0.5 × 2 × 1000 mm)

0.5 0.20 1.00 0.95 0.37
1.0 0.40 0.86 0.95 0.64
3.0 1.50 0.88 0.91 1.9

Ammonite 15
(0.5 × 5 × 2000 mm)

2.0 1.00 1.00 0.73 1.1
5.0 2.00 0.84 1.00 3.3
16.0 12.00a 0.88 0.95 20.7

MeOH–Et4NBF4 (0.05 M); carbon-filled PVDF anode/stainless steel cathode; reactant concentration: 0.1 M; channel dimensions: interelectrode gap ×
channel width × channel length.

aReaction performed on a 0.2 M solution of N-formylpyrrolidine.
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In a cell with a steel cathode so that the counter electrode reaction
was hydrogen evolution, and after aqueous acid treatment of the
cell outlet solution, the fractional conversion of 4-t-butyltoluene
was >0.95 with an unoptimized isolated yield of 4-t-butylbenzal-
deyhde of 58% on a gram scale (current efficiency = 37% based
upon isolated yield) [17]. This reaction was also carried out as a
paired synthesis. Using a cell with two carbon–PVDF electrodes,
the feed solution contained equal concentrations of dimethyl phtha-
late (1) and 4-t-butyltoluene. The conversion to 4-t-butylbenzalde-
hyde at the anode was again high, but the cathode reaction was less
efficient; the yield of phthalide (2) was 60%, and the current
efficiency was 54% [17].
3.2. Formation of Quinone Ketals. Intramolecular alkoxy-

lation is also possible to produce quinone bis- and monoketals
[18], which are useful intermediates in synthesis including
application in interesting photochemical transformations [18, 19].
One example carried out in a flow cell with carbon-filled
PVDF anode and stainless steel cathode is shown in Scheme 3
using a methanol–KOH electrolyte [17]. The conversion of
hydroquinone diether 3 was>90%, and quinone bis- and mono-
ketals 4 and 5 were formed in a ratio of 4:1, respectively.
Subsequent acidic hydrolysis can be used to transform the bis-
ketal 4 to monoketal 5.
3.3. Fluorination. A large number of selective monofluorina-

tion reactions using ionic liquid salts such as Et3N⋅3HF in aprotic
solvents as the electrolyte have been reported [20]. Table 2 reports
some results for the fluorination of PhSCH2COOEt (6) in a

microfluidic flow cell using Et3N⋅3HF/DME as the electrolyte
(Scheme 4) [17]. The results are very promising with yields of
the monofluorinated product 7>70% with only a trace of difluori-
nated product 8 provided that excess Et3N⋅3HF was not present.
When the concentration of fluorine source was doubled, substan-
tially more difluorinated product was formed. Using the ionic
liquid as the source of fluoride, the addition of a further electrolyte
is unnecessary while the yield of monofluorinated product is
slightly higher using a Pt anode compared to the C-filled PVDF
anode. Again, in this acidic medium, the counter electrode reaction
is H2 evolution preventing the electrolyte in becoming more acidic
through the cell.
3.4. Kolbe Reaction. The Kolbe reaction is never mass

transport controlled. It occurs via a mechanism that involves
adsorbed radical intermediates, and oxygen evolution is always
a likely competing reaction. Hence, full conversion is more
difficult to achieve, and the optimum cell current for the micro-
fluidic flow cell must be sought experimentally. The literature
[21] states that, for the radical–radical coupling to form dimer,
Pt is the preferred anode material. It also suggests that a high
concentration of carboxylic acid and a high current density are
advantageous and methanol containing partially (10–25%) neu-
tralized carboxylic acid is a suitable medium.
The formation of dimethyl adipate (10) from the half ester of

succinic acid 9 was examined (Scheme 5). Again, the cathode
reaction is hydrogen evolution with the methoxide formed con-
verting further acid to carboxylate. Early experiments confirmed
that little dimer was formed with low carboxylic acid concentra-
tions or low cell currents. Indeed, the carboxylic acid concentration
needed to be >0.5 M and the cell current needed to be very high,
so that the charge input was at least 2.5 times that for full con-
version, calculated using eq. 1. In these conditions, yields of the
dimer of 50–60% could be obtained, with current efficiencies of
~10% [17]. Higher yields could not be obtained presumably
because the chemistry becomes less favorable as the carboxylate
concentration drops along the microflow channel.
3.5. Cerium (IV) Generation. In order to test the viability

of using the extended channel microflow electrolysis cells for
the generation of inorganic redox reagents, the oxidation of
Ce(III) to Ce(IV) in 1.5 M methanesulfonic acid was investi-
gated (Scheme 6) [22]. The yields of Ce(IV) were higher at Pt
than C-filled PVDF presumably because of faster electron trans-
fer kinetics and less interference from O2 evolution. With a Pt
anode, the current efficiency was >50% and conversion was
>90% as determined by Fe(II) titration of the produced Ce(IV)
solution [17]. At first inspection, this is a surprising result since,
in an undivided beaker cell with equal anode and cathode areas,
one might expect partial conversion due to the reverse reaction
reducing Ce(IV) to Ce(III) at the counter electrode. This reverse

Scheme 2. Anodic methoxylation of 4-t-butyltoluene and paired
cathodic reduction of dimethyl phthalate (1)

Table 2. Fluorination of 6 (100 mM) in a cell with C-filled PDVF or Pt
anode and stainless steel cathode

Anode
material

Concentration
Et3N⋅3HF
(mM)

Concentration
Bu4NBF4 (mM)

Yielda

7 8

C/PVDF 100 0 74% 4%
25 71% 2%
50 77% 2%
100 70% 3%

200 0 67% 28%
Pt 100 50 82%b 2%

Electrolyte Et3N⋅3HF/DME + xmM Bu4NBF4; flow rate, 0.1 mL min−1 ;
cell current, 70 mA.

aYields determined by 19F NMR.
bCurrent efficiency based on yield of 7 is 37%.

Scheme 3. Anodic oxidation of hydroquinone diether to quinone ketals

Scheme 4. Anodic fluorination of ethyl 2-(phenylthio)acetate (6)

Scheme 5. Kolbe reaction to form dimethyl adipate
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reaction is not significant in the extended channel microflow
cell, where uneven distribution of reaction along the channel
results in the majority of the Ce(IV) being formed early in the
channel when little Ce(IV) is present. The kinetics of Ce(IV)
reduction are slow at the stainless steel cathode, where forma-
tion of H2 gas from reduction of MeSO3H–H2O is the dominat-
ing counter electrode process.
The high conversion to Ce(IV) was confirmed by batch

reaction of the electrochemically produced solution with
excess t-butyltoluene at a temperature of 80 °C, affording
4-t-butylbenzaldehyde in excellent isolated yield (96% based
on Ce(III) in the cell inlet solution).
3.6. TEMPO Mediated Alcohol Oxidation. As a general

process, the conversion of alcohols to aldehydes or ketones only
gives poor yields when attempted as a direct electrode reaction.
This has led to studies focused on the development of homoge-
nous catalytic mediators for these important functional group
interconversions. TEMPO (11) [23] has become a preferred medi-
ator where the anode reaction is used to regenerate the active
species, the oxoammonium ion 12 (Scheme 7), avoiding the use
of excess co-oxidant as employed in the chemical process.
Ideally, for electrosynthesis in an extended channel length

microflow cell, the conversion should be mass transfer con-
trolled with respect to the alcohol and only a low concentration
of TEMPO would be used. This requires that all chemical steps
in the reaction sequence converting alcohol to aldehyde are
rapid. Unfortunately, while the electron transfer steps are fast,
the chemical steps in the sequence are comparatively slow. A
medium was, however, developed where good conversions and
yields were obtained employing 30 mol% TEMPO (Scheme 8)
[24]. This medium was a t-butanol–water mixture containing a
carbonate–bicarbonate buffer, pH 11.5. The generality of the
procedure was demonstrated with 15 different substrates [24a].
The fractional selectivities were generally >0.95 with the frac-
tional conversions in the range of 0.50–0.95 depending on the
kinetics of the oxoammonium ion–alcohol reaction. Again, the
anode was carbon-filled PVDF, and the counter electrode reac-
tion in the undivided cell is hydrogen evolution with the
hydroxide formed maintaining a constant pH along the flow
channel.
3.7. N-Heterocyclic Carbene-Mediated Conversion of

Aldehydes to Esters and Amides. The oxidation of Breslow
intermediates formed in situ by the reaction of an N-heterocyclic
carbene (e.g., 14) with an aldehyde is a fruitful route for synthesis

(Scheme 9) [25], and it has recently been shown that the oxidation
step can be carried out at the C-filled PVDF anode of an extended
channel microflow electrolysis cell, leading to the convenient
conversion of aldehydes to esters 15 or amides 16 (Schemes 10
and 11) [26].
Both reactions were illustrated with a number of aldehydes

and alcohols/amines, and fractional yields were in the range of
0.7–1.0; in the case of the synthesis of amides, it was necessary
to heat the outlet solution from the cell to drive the reaction with
amine to completion. Furthermore, the ability to control the
mixing regimen so that the Breslow intermediate could form
prior to mixing with the amine and subsequent electrolysis
proved advantageous in avoiding imine formation, which oth-
erwise inhibited the process. Electrolyses did not necessitate the
addition of any added electrolyte, and the reactions delivered
productivity rates of several g h−1 to produce up to ~20 g of
products.

Scheme 6. Electrochemical generation of Ce(IV)

Scheme 7. Electrocatalytic alcohol oxidation

Scheme 8. Oxoammonium ion mediated electrocatalytic alcohol oxi-
dation in flow

Scheme 9. NHC-mediated oxidative esterification and amidation
reactions

Scheme 10. Flow electrochemical NHC-mediated oxidative esterification
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4. Conclusions

It has been demonstrated that it is possible to achieve both high
conversion and high selectivity for a variety of organic syntheses
in the extended channel length microflow cells. The excellent
performance is, however, dependent on the use of an appropriate
cell current for the concentration of reactant and the flow rate
through the microflow cell as well as the employment of compat-
ible counter electrode chemistry. In view of the significant number
of reported organic electrosyntheses in batch reactors, combined
with current interest in continuous processing, flow electrosyn-
thesis is likely to receive significant interest from industrial and
academic communities in the coming years, enabled by commer-
cially available extended channel length microflow cells.
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Scheme 11. Flow electrochemical NHC-mediated oxidative amidation
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